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Objectives

Discuss Implications for skills in assessment and treatment

Discuss Cultural implications of silence in interviewing and use of silence in the child 
maltreatment disclosure process

Describe Cultural meaning of silence and implications for disclosure.

Identify Multiple perspective of silencing in child maltreatment disclosure process



Multiple Perspectives of Silencing

CLIENT PERSPECTIVE INTERPERSONAL PERSPECTIVE
INTER-PROFESSIONAL 

PERSPECTIVE
SYSTEMIC PERSPECTIVES

HISTORICAL/SOCIO-POLITICAL/
SOCIAL CULTURAL



Multiple perspectives of 
silencing – Consider 
communication 
through non-verbal and 
para-verbal (sighs, grunts, 
groans, etc.) language



Silence and Barriers to Disclosure

⮚ A review of the literature accounts for silence to include the following:

o fear of victim blaming,

o the “family pact”,

o power imbalance and the” silence bond”.

⮚ Silence also has cultural explanations

o Prohibitions related to privacy,

o Expectations focused on body image, virginity, masculinity and role expectations.

⮚ Larger systemic challenges

o Interface of racial / ethnic culture juxtaposed on dominant society and mainstream 

cultural expectations.



Cultural 

Meaning of 

Silence and 

Silencing



TAKE AWAYS OF CULTURAL SILENCING –

Conflict, Control & Empowerment

INDIVIDUAL

FAMILY

INTERPERSONAL

STRUCTURAL LEVELS

HISTORICAL/SOCIOPOLITICAL

COLONIALISM



Case Study L



THE FAMILY 

SYSTEM
► Mom - 25 years old

► Anna - daughter, 8 years old

► Pablo - son, 6 years old

► Julia - daughter, 3 years old



REFERRAL 

FOR 

SERVICES

Mom contacted the agency with a referral 

from SAFE House, experiencing bouts of 

depression, anxiety and difficulty parenting 

her children. Stated she felt she had no 

control, behavior problems with her children 

especially her youngest daughter.



Strengths & 

Challenges 

of Family 

Members -

MOM

► Seeking help for her mental health concerns

► Dealing with recent loss of abusive spouse 

who was deported

► Financial difficulties

► Strong support from sister and her husband

► Says she has no control over her children and 

their behavior

► Dealing with multiple CPS calls regarding 

marks on her children



Strengths & 

Challenges 

of Family 

Members -

ANNA

► Doing well in school

► According to mom and observation she tries to 

parent her siblings

► Often the interpreter for her mother

► Mature for her stated age

► Outgoing and strong-willed



Strengths & 

Challenges 

of Family 

Members -

PABLO

► Very active

► Follows his older sister’s lead, listens to her and 

not mom

► Extremely shy with therapist

► Cries easily

► Says he misses his dad



Strengths & 

Challenges 

of Family 

Members -

JULIA

► Active and curious

► Very independent

► Doesn’t listen to mom or sister

► Aggressive in her play

► When distressed sought comfort from sister not 

mom



Treatment 
(Focus on her mom 

and inviting her 

silence)

► Initial focus on mom’s mental health issues: 

anxiety and depression

► Increase mom’s parenting capacity

► Individual sessions often disrupted by 

children’s presence

► Decision to begin family sessions

► In context of parenting begin to ask 

questions about mom’s relationship with her 

mother and how mom was parented

► Mom begins to discuss how her history is 
now having an impact on parenting her 

children



Treatment begins 

to focus on mom’s 

relationship with 

youngest daughter 

and lack of 
connection. Mom 

discloses her true 

feelings about this 

child.  Her 

challenges are 

highlighted and 

addressed.

TREATMENT 

CONCLUSION



Understanding 

Mom’s Silence

► Shame

► Guilt

► Difficulty speaking of the past with all that is 

currently happening

► Impact of CPS/ICE, living with ongoing threats



Inviting 

Children’s 

Silence 

Through Art 

(The case of 

detained 

children)



Cultural meaning 

of silence from a 

cultural humility 

lens

Internal ambivalence (e.g., concern that 
might get someone in trouble)

Social forces: Some cultures believe what 
happens in the home stays in the home

Implications of historical trauma

Challenges of breaking the silence with 
marginalized and oppressed communities



IMPLICATIONS 

FOR 

INTERVIEWING 

(Establishing 

safety, trust, 

support & 

hope)

► BUILDING A RAPPORT THAT IS SENSITIVE TO 
CULTURAL EXPRESSION

► MEANING

► EXPERIENCES

► CONSEQUENCES

► RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLIENT AND THE 
WORKER ESPECIALLY WHEN LOOKING AT 
CULTURAL BOUNDARIES

► ALL COMMUNICATION MATTERS!

► HETEROGENEITY WITHIN & BETWEEN

► DEMONSTRATE CULTURAL HUMILITY Z9WITHIN AND 
BETWEEN CULTURES)



DISCUSSION 

QUESTION:

ARE THE PROTOCOLS 

WE USE CULTURALLY 

SENSITIVE IN THEIR 

RESPONSE TO 

SILENCE?



Summary: 

Implications for 

Practice Skills
1) ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL 2) ASSESSMENT PROCESS 3)PRACTICE 

PRINCIPLES 4) VIEW SILENCE AS A STRENGTH
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